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One Question Reading with Lisa

  

One question personal reading from Lisa. Using a three card spread you will receive your answer through e-mail. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $20.00

Sales price without tax $20.00

Tax amount 

  

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Psychic Readings via Email from Lisa

Simple Compassionate Advice... $20 per question

Welcome!

Our one question Reading with Lisa is way to allow our visitors to ask Lisa for advice on just about anything, even when they have no time to
come into the shop or do not have the need for a full on-line session.

Lisa has been an acclaimed psychic and proven spiritual counselor for over 35 years and is owner of the Awareness Shop, a renowned
metaphysical center in beautiful New Paltz, NY.

Whether your concerns are health, financial, romantic or spiritually related, she can draw out useful information through the use of The Tarot.
Through personal experience, she is very aware of real life issues and has learnt how to use positive energy and practical humor to deal with
difficult situations.

.
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Here's how it works:

First focus the question or concerns on which you wish Lisa to answer while doing your reading.  It is important to Lisa that you to make the
most of your time with her, this is why she asks for you to focus on your question and ask it in a concise manner, please be as specific as
possible with your question, and understand you can ask only one per email.

A reading can be a very helpful tool to making the best of opportunities or challenges that you have been presented with.

** Please be sure to type your specific
question upon which you would like Lisa to
focus in the box above.  You will receive
your response within 72 hours.

 

The Reading:

Following completion of your order, Lisa will sit with your question and be mindful of your energy. She will pull a 3 card spread and record a
video of your reading for you, which will be sent via e-mail.

It is not possible to be specific as to how long your particular reading will be, as this will vary according to the amount of information available.

 

Lisa - Psychic - Shop Owner and HPS

Testimonials About the One Question Readings...

"I have been getting readings  from Lisa for years now. I recently used the "one question" option. It was a huge relief to not have to wait for a full
reading. Those are very helpful when you need direction but for a quick answer this was amazing. Lisa answered my question quickly which
allowed me to make my plans regarding that issue. She was so on target I would definitely recommend this option if you really just need a quick
answer. Thank you Lisa for offering this!!!"  Jenny- San Francisco, California

 

Reviews

Friday, 11 April 2014 

Lisa has always been extremely accurate for me. She is an awesome person with a special gift! I have reached out to her twice for
insight and she has ALWAYS been 100% on the money! Thank you for sharing your gift Lisa!

Saturday, 22 December 2012 

Lisa is very accurate and direct. Her answers to the question I had is definitely worth more than $5.00! I also love her pleasant and
positive vibe-I\'m so happy that I was able to find her:)

Michelle Moriyasu 

Tuesday, 12 June 2012 

Lisa,\r\n\r\nI would like to ask what does the remainder of 2012 hold for me in regard to a soul mate and a job?\r\nI am seeking
abundance in my personal life.\r\nI want transformation.\r\n\r\nJackie\r\njackietort@aol.com
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Jacqueline Tortora 

Monday, 02 January 2012 

lisa is very gifted. she offers amazingly accurate information and compassionate advice. i\'m looking forward to many more readings so i
can make the most of life\'s many opportunities. i can honestly say that this is the best $5.00 i have ever spent!

Heidi Lee 
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